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Creative Print
Mokuhanga is an incredibly versa�le and flexible technique
and with a broader set of skills and techniques you can
create almost anything! This book is about equipping you
with some extended skills and introduces a number of
techniques for you to try that will extend your knowledge
and make your mokuhanga more visually complex.

Crea�ng your own mokuhanga that really explores your
authen�c voice as a mokuhanga ar�st requires a vocabulary
or language that you can use. The techniques presented in this
book extend your basic vocabulary beyond imita�ng a Ukiyo-e
style mokuhanga, and allow you to explore a more contemporary
and crea�ve approach.

Although the materials and techniques are not new, the way that we can use and combine them will
give your work a move visually complex and contemporary look. This book introduces alterna�ve
ways of crea�ng and transferring designs, and a range of carving and prin�ng techniques that will
enhance your mokuhanga and give you more expressive work.

Intermediate level

This book very much assumes that you have a firm grasp on the fundamental skills of mokuhanga.
Therefore, it does not cover or re-introduce any basic skills and techniques, and you will find it
frustra�ng without already having a firm basis to build on. I highly recommend that you do not use
this book as your entry to mokuhanga, as you will have many unanswered ques�ons and frustra�ons
with the technique. Instead, learn these basic skills from other sources before a�emp�ng the
mokuhanga included in this book. The companion book in this seriesMokuhanga Fundamentals is the
perfect star�ng point, if needed. It introduces all the basic techniques, and takes you through the
process step-by-step.

The Structure of This Book

As you progress in crea�ng mokuhanga you will acquire new methods that you can tailor to the kind
of work that you want to produce. This book begins that process for you, and is a selec�on of ideas
and techniques that students have asked for and that I have judged helpful for this intermediate
stage. I’ve also included several important supplementary skills, tool sharpening in par�cular, that
underpin successful mokuhanga for the crea�ve ar�st.

This book is primarily a compila�on of techniques, and is not intended as a step-by-step guide.
Although our demonstra�on projects follow a sequence through the book, they are just to
demonstrate the techniques in context. You can find a par�cular transfer, carving or prin�ng
technique that you would like to use in your own work, and study how it is done. Then you can
include it in your design, and when you need to, refer back to the appropriate chapter or sec�on with
the technique, as you need.

In fact, I recommend skipping ahead to see what is included, to broaden your perspec�ves, and
inform any new projects that you want to develop. The Design chapter has some examples of the
techniques included to assist you in this regard, with a photograph,
short descrip�on, and where to find it in the book.

The fist few chapters cover Design, transferring your
image to the blocks, and the use of Kyogo,
printed colour separa�ons, to create colour
blocks. The carving chapter introduces some
carving techniques that improve your
overall carving and some specific
techniques to use for crea�ng new
effects in your work. Some of these
techniques would be used to complete
the work of the earlier chapters, so you
will need to go back and forth in the
book.

Prin�ng techniques are included to
enhance your work, and ideally are
decided on as part of the design process,
so again, you will need to take a few
detours, to use the knowledge you can find
here. The tool sharpening chapter is a
shorter version of our stand-alone Sharp Tools
book, and the Hanko chapter covers making and
using a personal seal.

Introduction
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We have also included a chapter on washi prepara�on, which covers sizing washi as well as some
other useful techniques.

Self-Assessment Before Starting

Before you progress further with this book, you should already have a solid grasp of the fundamental
mokuhanga tools, materials and processes. The material presented here assumes you have this
knowledge, and builds addi�onal skills and knowledge on these required skills. Without these
founda�ons, you will have many ques�ons and have difficul�es a�emp�ng the material presented.

What you should already know about mokuhanga:

• Understand Carving processes of cu�ng outlines, clearing and smoothing edges of channels, and
cu�ng kentou

• Understand the types of carving tools used, their purposes and how to use them safely

• Understand wood, including wood grain and suitable �mbers for mokuhanga

• Understand baren, the different types available, their purpose and how to use them

• Understand mokuhanga prin�ng process and how to achieve consistent basic print quality

• Understand colours, the pigments used in mokuhanga and how to mix them

• Understand washi, what it is made from and dampening for prin�ng

• Understand where to source tools and materials for mokuhanga

If you are not familiar with these, I suggest ourMokuhanga Fundamentals online workshop or book,
as all this, and more, is covered in detail there. Alterna�vely, other teachers, books or videos are a
possible source for this knowledge.

OurMokuhanga Fundamentals Workshop is also available on our website:
www.mokuhanga-school.jp

You can also use this QR code to go to the workshop page on our website:

Mokuhanga Fundamentals, and Sharp Tools books should both be
available at the same place you have purchased this book.

Tools and Materials

It’s assumed you already have your basic tools and materials, and know how to use them. We will
introduce some new tools and materials that extend this basic knowledge, including addi�onal
carving tools, baren and washi for specific purposes. For these new items, suppliers’ informa�on is
included in the appendix, as well as general informa�on on supplies and suppliers.

We will also cover sizing washi, and making hanko, which will require several items you are unlikely to
have yet.

Demonstration Project

The project that I use has been designed to incorporate several new techniques and is intended to
show those, not to suggest that you should include all of these in every mokuhanga project you
create. You will see that with the blocks and techniques demonstrated, we end up with several quite
different prints, even though they are using the same set of blocks. Normally I would pick and choose
just several of these techniques to suit par�cular projects, as trying to do too much may lead to
unsuccessful prints. You can do a similar project of your own design to include these techniques, or
even be�er, do several using different techniques for each project. The chapter �tled Integra�on
shows the process of deciding which techniques to combine together, into a completed work, and
sugges�ons of what works well together. The more mokuhanga you create, naturally you will
improve, and gradually you will find your individual expression in the medium.

Above: Project combining mokume, gomazuri, scratched texture, and prin�ng with four deckle edges.

https://www.mokuhanga-school.jp/online-mokuhanga-workshop/mokuhanga-fundamentals


Preparing Washi
We assume you already have a general understanding of
washi, Japanese paper, for mokuhanga, and the quali�es
that make it a perfect match for prin�ng with this
technique. Western papers can be used, of course, but
washi is by far superior in its beauty, ability to withstand
mul�ple impressions, holding of pigment, and steadiness
under moisture changes. If you are serious about pursuing
and developing your mokuhanga skills, I whole hear�ly
recommend that you only use good quality washi that has
been made for mokuhanga. More general informa�on about
washi can be found in our other publica�on,Mokuhanga
Fundamentals, which covers the topic in some detail.

Even though washi has been made for mokuhanga, you s�ll may want to
prepare it in different ways for your work. Most washi can be used straight away, but some washi and
for some par�cular techniques, you may need some further prepara�on. This chapter covers three
techniques that you will find useful: sizing washi that is unsized, calendering washi, and using tags to
prepare and then print with washi to preserve all four deckle edges.

The main factor, and one which is o�en a difficulty with buying washi outside of Japan, is having your
washi sized. Sized here means that the paper is treated with an agent to make it less absorbent, as

well as slightly tougher against repeated impressions. Most commercial papers used for prin�ng
purposes are sized in the manufacturing process. Hand-made, natural fibre papers o�en are not sized
by the paper maker.

It is more convenient to buy washi that is already sized, of course, but in many cases you can only buy
unsized papers. Awagami washi is an example of this, while their washi is commonly available, and
suitable for mokuhanga, most is not sized.

In this chapter we will prepare washi by applying size, as well as some other processes for the specific
projects for this book. You may not have to do these; it depends on your project and the washi you
have purchased. If you have purchased washi that is already sized, then it is not necessary to size,
however it is a useful skill and broadens the range of washi that you can use.

The print shown as an example on the double page spread at the end of this chapter had all three of
the processes covered here applied. It is hand made, 100% kozo, unsized washi from Iiyama, in
Nagano, not far from where we are based in Japan. In fact, all of the example photographs shown in
this chapter are of the processes being applied to this par�cular washi.

Sizing - to prepare the washi for prin�ng, making it less absorbent and stronger

Calendering - to make the washi very smooth for prin�ng the wood grain pa�ern

Gluing, trimming and removing tags - to enable prin�ng with all four deckle edges retained

All three processes were necessary in this case to achieve the final print, but it was also, by design, a
sample print for this book. Of the three techniques, sizing washi is the most likely and common task
you may have to do in general mokuhanga prac�ce, and also the one where you may have to
purchase addi�onal materials.

Being able to size your own washi opens up a lot more
possibili�es for the washi that you can source and
use, as well as deepening your skills,
understanding of your materials, and
apprecia�on of the quali�es of washi. It is
also possible to use sizing, or lack of sizing,
to crea�ve effect in your work. For
example, you may allow bleeding to
occur on unsized washi, then size the
washi and print normally. You may also
use heavy sizing to create some visual
effects as it will resist pigment
absorp�on in the washi. There are
many crea�ve possibili�es which we
haven’t included in this book, but
without the basic skill, which is covered,
you cannot go on to explore them. I
hope you use the skills here to good
effect in your own mokuhanga.

Washi
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Sizing Washi
Washi, as it is normally bought direct from the paper maker, is not sized. There are professionals, who
can do the job for you in Japan, and you can ask the paper maker to arrange this as well. Some
makers sell their washi sized, and machine-made papers may have internal sizing as part of their
manufacturing process. Sizing your own washi is not difficult, so it is very useful when you unsized
washi prevents you from buying a suitable stock for your artwork.

Sizing is important to make prin�ng trouble free as it both toughens the washi and prevents bleeding
of pigment. Some washi is sold already sized, and some has not been sized. A reputable seller, or the
maker should be able to tell you if the washi is sized or not. In Japanese is will beドーサ引 (dosa-
biki). Dosa is the Japanese word for size.

A Simple “Drop of Water” Test

There is a simple test you can perform,
which is to put a small drop of water on an
unimportant part of your paper. Sized washi
will not absorb the water, while unsized
washi will absorb the water quite quickly.
The middle paper in the photograph here is
not sized, we can see the water has
penetrated and spread out in the fibres of
the paper.

You may also find that the sizing of your paper is not strong enough, or that part way through prin�ng
your paper needs to be sized again. I’ve also bought washi that had been poorly sized, with gaps in
the sizing where bleeding occurred. This washi needed sizing again before resuming prin�ng. During a
long prin�ng project, the sizing might also be weakened or even removed from the washi by we�ng
and mul�ple impressions on the paper.

At right: This washi was not sized well, so the
pigment is bleeding during prin�ng.

If your washi is unsized, it is a rela�vely simple
procedure to size it, and the good news is that a
precise formula is not necessary for it to work well
enough. There is a wide range of recommended
strengths and different formulas, which is confusing, but also most will work sa�sfactorily for general
prin�ng. A professional printer will be able to recognise the strength of sizing, and use different
strengths for different washi and seasons. For the student or ar�st printmaker, precise amounts will
not make a no�ceable difference.

Sizing is usually done with a warm animal skin glue mixture of glue and alum. This has been used for
centuries both in Japan and in Western paper making. Different materials have been tried with
varying effects on the durability of paper, mostly affec�ng the PH level, which can drama�cally alter
the quality of paper and how long it will last. The tradi�onal materials outlined here will not
appreciably affect the longevity of your washi.

Materials and Tools

Sizing washi, or other papers, requires some materials that you are unlikely to have, but can easily
buy. We can use everyday cooking equipment without any problems, and you may already have a
wide brush that is suitable.

The task can be done on any clean table with enough space. Although a li�le inconvenient and
possibly messy, it is not a big problem for the studio or home to do occasionally.

Animal Skin Glue

Called nikawa in Japanese, this is a purified cow
skin glue, commonly available in s�ck form.This
type of glue is gela�n from skin protein of
mammals, cow skin is commonly used, and rabbit
skin glue can also be used. A less refined form, in
pellets, used as wood glue in tradi�onal furniture
making, works the same but has a strong,
persistent odour.

Alum

Calledmiyoban in Japanese, Alum is Aluminium
Potassium Sulphate, and small quan��es of alum
mixed with the glue both hardens the gela�n, and
assists it to adhere to the cellulose in paper fibres.
The alum pictured is in pellet form, it also comes
as a powder. Either form is suitable, and should
dissolve readily in water.

A Wide, So� Brush and Cooking Pot

We also need a so�, wide brush. Amizubake is
perfect, and the brush needs to be washed out
very well a�er use. A professional sizer in Japan
has an especially wide brush, purpose made. This
brush has slightly shorter bristles and has bracing
strips a�ached, to strengthen the bristle end. For
the home printmaker, a mizubake or similar wide,
so� brush will do.

Tradi�onally, a double boiler pot is used to heat
and keep the glue at a constant warmth, but an
ordinary pot can be used with care for small
batches by the home printmaker. The pot needs to
be large enough for your brush to dip into.



Beyond the Basics
Many mokuhanga learners find carving frustra�ng, as their
skill does not yet match their vision of the work they want to
make. The way to improve, however, is to persist and
con�nually a�empt new projects. Alongside this effort,
having effec�ve informa�on on skill to acquire will help you
advance quickly. Learning to carve accurately and efficiently
is helped by extending your knowledge, the tools you use,
and your technique.

This chapter broadly has two categories: techniques that help
you get be�er results with carving and prin�ng, and some that
extend the possibili�es of what effects you can create in your
finished prints. These are addi�onal techniques with which you can
bring new and interes�ng elements into your prints.

The whole point of carving is to make your blocks ready for prin�ng and to achieve consistent, quality
results in that prin�ng. Students of mokuhanga o�en find several tasks challenging, such as ge�ng
good results with the knife, and clearing channels effec�vely. The single most important step you can
make is to have properly sharp tools. More than any other factor, this will bring be�er results. The
previous chapter has some founda�ons to build on, and this chapter has some addi�onal informa�on
about the knife tool, which will further develop your knowledge of this essen�al tool in mokuhanga.

As well, there is advice specific to the demonstra�on project for this book, which will at some �me
apply to a work that you will do.

The chapter has further informa�on about the tool geometry of the knife tool, as well as introducing
a technique to use both hands when cu�ng with the knife. This technique, while not for everybody,
can increase your efficiency drama�cally, especially on larger works. Using larger gouges will also
improve your efficiency on the most laborious stage of clearing channels, and then shallow gouges
can be used to get far be�er results with smooth channels. Both types of gouge, the 18mm gouge
and shallow gouges are not usually part of most carving tool sets, but are a great addi�on to your
tools that you will never regret buying. Making your blocks very smooth has a number of advantages
and is essen�al for good results prin�ng mokume. Shina plywood o�en has a slightly rough finish,
especially a�er being wet from prin�ng, so there are prac�cal methods to achieve very smooth
finishes.

As well as the prac�cal content about tools, introducing and using different varie�es of gouges for
more efficient and cleaner results, there are three carving techniques to produce specific visual
results in your prints. This, a�er all, is the purpose of carving; to make prints that look great. These
techniques: jagged knife cuts, tou-bokashi and cha�er are immensely flexible and combine with
many prin�ng techniques to give your work more visual interest and new possibili�es.

Normally in mokuhanga, and especially so in more tradi�onal forms, the carver avoids leaving any
tool marks to show in the print. There is no rule, of course, that you have to do so, and in fact there
are many possibili�es, as each type of tool can leave its own dis�nc�ve mark. It is common in
Western relief print techniques such as Lino-cut or woodblock for the ar�st to leave many expressive
tool marks and uncleared areas. This aligns with the idea of the ar�st leaving signs of the thinking and
making process as an inherent part of the work. We can do the same in mokuhanga, and these
techniques can also be used in combina�on with other carving and prin�ng techniques to build
visually complex and highly expressive works.

Jagged knife cuts is a decora�ve technique that will introduce
an exci�ng texture on a flat, colour block. There are a
wide variety of marks you can make, and any colour
can be used. As well as this, the flat block can be
printed with other effects as well.

Tou-bokashi, pictured at right, can be used
on any block, with any colour to achieve a
so�er, more variable edge, and is one I
o�en use in my own work. The last,
cha�er, is perhaps the one with the
widest range of possibili�es, and what
we show here is just a star�ng point.
The Case Studies chapter shows some
very appealing use of this technique.

I hope the content of this chapter will
give you some wider horizons for your
mokuhanga, and as carving is the link
between your design and the finished
print, I also hope the techniques will
improve your efficiency overall, as when you
do become more efficient, your pleasure and
sense of sa�sfac�on from comple�ng sets of
blocks will increase.
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Introducing New
Printing Techniques
The prin�ng techniques covered here can all be used by
themselves, or together, in a print. Some can even be used
together from the same block, in sequence as a different
impression. In the following chapter, Integra�on, we show
some of those op�ons as examples. Some techniques will
not work well together, one overpowering another for
example. Think of each prin�ng technique not as an end in
itself, but rather a visual element that supports your design and
idea. A general rule of thumb is to allow the visual strength of the
technique to show through without being overpowered by other
elements of the work.

The instruc�ons here very much assume that you have a solid grasp of fundamental prin�ng in
mokuhanga and know how to get a consistent quality, ordinary print. Without this knowledge you will
inevitably run into problems ge�ng consistent results here as you vary the methods and tools from
their usual applica�on to achieve different effects.

I suggest that you try some prac�ce prints just of the technique you wish to learn to get a clear idea

of how it works and what you need to do. You can prac�ce on plain, uncarved blocks of shina for any
of these techniques that don’t require carving or other prepara�on of the block. As a separate
sample, it is much easier to see the technique in isola�on and judge how you want it to be in your
print. Then it should be something you include in your design from the very start so that all elements
work together. Keep in mind though, the sample will work and look different on each kind of paper.

These are not presented in any order signifying importance, or progressing in difficulty, but just the
random order I worked on each example. It is also important to note that this is not an exhaus�ve list
of prin�ng techniques available in mokuhanga, there are other, completely different techniques as
well as varia�ons on the ones shown here. The ones that I have selected are some of my favourites,
as well as suited to the contemporary style of demonstra�on print for this book.

As in the previous chapter there are two broad categories: one of techniques that assist in prin�ng
and ge�ng be�er results, and another category of print techniques that are visual, that is effects you
can include in your print for a variety of purposes, whether they are decora�ve or giving a realis�c
effect.

In the first category there is informa�on on handling larger sheets of washi, making and prin�ng large
mokuhanga, up to full size sheets of washi, and managing moisture in this process. In the second
category there are prin�ng techniques that are part of tradi�onal mokuhanga, such as bokashi,
gomazuri and baren-suji, which can be adapted to a contemporary context. Then, also, there are
techniques that are modern addi�ons to mokuhanga such as scratched textures, cha�er, wax-drip,
baren-bokashi and gomazuri-bokashi.

All of these give you a lot of possibili�es to further develop your mokuhanga skills and achieve your
ar�s�c vision. No two people will select and combine these crea�ve techniques in exactly the same
way, or print in exactly the same way. Each person brings their own character to prin�ng and
produces unique work in this most versa�le and responsive of print mediums. Even though this is
true, having a variety of techniques that you have mastered is
indispensable to broaden your possibili�es.

I hope the instruc�ons here help you avoid the
mistakes, trial and error, and wasted paper and
effort that I’ve personally made in my learning.

There is no other source that I know of,
other than direct teaching for these
techniques, so I hope you can gain the
skills and knowledge to improve your
mokuhanga and realise your authen�c,
ar�s�c vision.

These are all prac�cal skills, which you
can understand through an instruc�on
book such as this, but you won’t really
know them un�l your hands have done
the work enough �mes to fully grasp
them. Take your �me, repeat as many
�mes as you need to gain the prac�ce,
and you will master the easiest through to
the most difficult of these techniques
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Bokashi Conclusion
The great thing about bokashi is that it is so versa�le. Any colour on any block in any direc�on can be
printed with bokashi, which then adds new spacial sense and variety to your image. Bokashi can also
be overprinted to create much deeper transi�ons as well as a variety of shapes. Despite being one of
the simplest techniques, it adds great visual interest to your work.

You can see from the different approaches included in this sec�on that there is also a variety of ways
to use bokashi, some for decora�ve effects and some for realis�c affects.

Actually, despite what you probably first thought as a beginner, brushing the bokashi is quite versa�le
and can be approached in a few different ways. The most basic bokashi method, using water and nori
mixture at one end, and pigment and nori at the other, is pre�y straight forward, requiring the
minimum of equipment. I was shown this method by my teacher in Kyoto who laughingly told me
that using a wooden block and damp cloth (zokin) is used in Tokyo, not in Kyoto!

In my experience, the “Kyoto” method is good over an exis�ng colour, but the “Tokyo” method gives
a more even bokashi. Both rely on having the right quan��es (as in all mokuhanga prin�ng) for best
results, and with the “Tokyo” method the zokin gives a much more accurate, even applica�on of
moisture. Another good thing is that zokin are really fast and easy to make. You will probably end up
with several sizes.

The combina�on of gomazuri and bokashi is interes�ng in the right print and is even easier to do, but
relies on ge�ng the variables in balance, just as a standard, flat gomazuri does.

Every bokashi is somewhat ar�s�c, in the sense that you will have to look at your block and judge the
evenness and spread of pigment to the point where you have achieved your goal and are ready to
print. At the same �me, you have to be efficient, as taking too long will cause the block to dry out.

Crea�ng larger bokashi is more technically challenging, and it is also quite sa�sfying when you have
done it well. A broader bokashi area shows unevenness and mistakes to a larger degree, while in a
small area you can get away with differences in the result.

Bokashi of any descrip�on enhances a print with a sense of space, and can also be used in mul�ple
ways in the same print without overpowering the image. It is an essen�al addi�on to your
mokuhanga skills.

Mokume
The kanji formokume (木目) mean “wood + see”, meaning see the wood grain. Prin�ng mokume is
o�en challenging and frustra�ng. Some�mes it appears when you are not even trying, and then try as
you might, it is hard to do when you want it. Understanding the principles and making the condi�ons
correct however, makes this job both achievable and sa�sfying.

There is an o�en seen, easier technique using a heavily grained so�wood �mber, charring the top
surface and wire-brushing the charred wood away. The harder grain is le� standing proud and prints
dis�nctly. This is included later, but to start with we will focus on the far more beau�ful and sa�sfying
print achieved from the flat block which has an interes�ng grain pa�ern on it.

We use shina, but any good mokuhanga �mber with a beau�ful grain is suitable. This technique
shows a much more subtle pa�ern, allows for greater varia�on, and your blocks can also be used for
other prin�ng techniques, such as a flat colour, gomazuri or bokashi.

Achieving a consisted result with mokume depends on these important factors:

• A woodblock with dis�nc�ve grain pa�ern (naturally)

• A very smooth woodblock surface – refer to Smoothing the Block in Carving Skills

• Smooth washi, thinner washi is also an advantage – refer to Calendering Washi

• A pigment which becomes transparent when watered down

• Very heavy pressure from the baren (explained below)

The main focus we will show you are two approaches to applying pigment, a “dry” technique, and a
“wet” technique. Each has a dis�nc�ve look, which will suit different designs. Later some alterna�ve
approaches to mokume are included.

One further considera�on is that this effect is easily lost on a complicated print with other colours or
elements prin�ng over the mokume. It shows best in an open, clear part of your design, where it is
the main feature. Considering the effort that it takes to print mokume, it is sensible to make it so.



Real-life Examples
This is a selec�on of contemporary mokuhanga from
Japanese and other ar�sts who have kindly allowed me to
reproduce their work. I’ve chosen these because, apart from
admiring and liking these ar�sts’ work immensely, these
examples par�cularly illustrate how some of the carving and
prin�ng techniques covered in this book have been applied
in inven�ve and beau�ful contemporary work. I’ve included
one of my prints at the end, to show how I also use these
techniques to enhance my work.

I recommend that you follow these ar�sts on social media to see
their new and inspiring mokuhanga. Their details are at the end of
each ar�st’s sec�on.

Once you develop a firm understanding of mokuhanga techniques, you can analyse works that you
see, and have a reasonable idea of how the ar�st has made the work. You can always get inspira�on
and aspire to increase the quality of your own work using this knowledge. Personally, I’m a fan of
“Lifelong Learning” and think it is a helpful a�tude to develop, always trying new things and
experimen�ng with your own art.

The four selected ar�sts are:

Le�:

Kawamura Sayaka

Right:

Sarashina Mariko

Le�:

Honjo Masahiko

Right:

Fabiola Gil Alares

Note: Japanese names are following the
standard used in Japan, Family name first
then personal name.

We will examine each ar�st’s work and
pull out some techniques they have
used. Even though some are using the
same techniques, you can see their
personal style is very different. In this
way mokuhanga is a very versa�le,
individual, and expressive medium,
where each ar�st will inevitably make
work that reflects their own character.
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